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"Outrageous! This is shameless!" Angus and the rest of the people on Leon’s side were infuriated to hear Joel, Eliam, and the

others slander Leon like that.

However, they could not deny the truth that was sitting right in front of them; Iris was perfectly unscathed, whereas Seth was

severely injured!

One did not have to be a rocket scientist to see who was the victim here!

Therefore, as much as they wanted to help clear Leon's name, none of them knew just how to begin explaining this!

"Sirs, that's not what happened at all!" Iris was beginning to panic at this. She wanted to explain everything to Oliver and

Abraham, but before she could even begin, Oliver stopped her, "Miss Young, you don't have to say anything further! We know

just what the truth is!"

"Oh no! It appears that even the Dragon Corps have fallen prey to Joel's lies!" Everyone's hearts sank at this. They all assumed

that Oliver and Abraham bought into Joel's lies!

They were not the only ones thinking this; even the Hiltons and the Golans were thinking the same and were grinning from ear to

ear upon hearing this, however, what happened next made their smiles freeze on their faces.

"Elder Hiltons, it's clear that Seth was the one who started all this in the first place, but you Hiltons and Golans have jumped the

gun by blaming it on the wrong person! Do you honestly think we're idiots?" Oliver snarled, casting Joel and Devon a murderous

glare.

"What?" no one could believe their ears.

"You must be mistaken, Mister Jelphs! My cousin Seth is the victim of all this! I can't believe that not only did you fail to see

Leon's fault in this, but you even turn around to blame us instead!" Joel asked incredulously.

"I'm not mistaken! I'm sure that you know better than anyone who was the victim in all this!" Oliver replied with a sneer.

"But why? I thought you Dragon Corps prided yourselves on being sensible people, and the evidence is clear as day-my cousin

was severely hurt throughout all this! Why are you choosing to believe Leon over us?" Joel retorted.

"Well, Mister Wolf and us Dragon Corps go way back, so, of course, we'd be inclined to believe him over you crooks! Are you

happy with that answer?" Abraham scoffed.

"What?" Joel, Devon, and the rest were astounded to hear this, especially Devon. Ever since noticing that Leon was frail and

could barely even get up from his wheelchair, he jumped to the conclusion that Leon would be an easy opponent and thus took

almost zero notice of him!

He never once imagined that this nobody would not only turn out to not only have connections to the Thompsons and the

Hughes but even the Dragon Corps as well!

This was unbelievable!

One could only imagine their bewilderment at this realization.

However, the Hiltons were not the only ones astounded by this; even Iris and Angus were staring agape, utterly stunned by

Oliver’s declaration.

They never once thought that a prestigious organization like the Dragon Corps would not only be aware of Leon's existence but

even be willing to protect him as well!

This was akin to a miracle, and none of them would have believed this to be true if they did not hear it with their ears!
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